The Transverse Isotropy of Spinal Cord White Matter Under Dynamic Load.
The rostral-caudally aligned fiber-reinforced structure of spinal cord white matter (WM) gives rise to transverse isotropy in the material. Stress and strain patterns generated in the spinal cord parenchyma following spinal cord injury (SCI) are multidirectional and dependent on the mechanism of the injury. Our objective was to develop a WM constitutive model that captures the material transverse isotropy under dynamic loading. The WM mechanical behavior was extracted from the published tensile and compressive experiments. Combinations of isotropic and fiber-reinforcing models were examined in a conditional quasi-linear viscoelastic (QLV) formulation to capture the WM mechanical behavior. The effect of WM transverse isotropy on SCI model outcomes was evaluated by simulating a nonhuman primate (NHP) contusion injury experiment. A second-order reduced polynomial hyperelastic energy potential conditionally combined with a quadratic reinforcing function in a four-term Prony series QLV model best captured the WM mechanical behavior (0.89 < R2 < 0.99). WM isotropic and transversely isotropic material models combined with discrete modeling of the pia mater resulted in peak impact forces that matched the experimental outcomes. The transversely isotropic WM with discrete pia mater resulted in maximum principal strain (MPS) distributions which effectively captured the combination of ipsilateral peripheral WM sparing, ipsilateral injury and contralateral sparing, and the rostral/caudal spread of damage observed in in vivo injuries. The results suggest that the WM transverse isotropy could have an important role in correlating tissue damage with mechanical measures and explaining the directional sensitivity of the spinal cord to injury.